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Tier 7 Network Proposition
What It Is, How It Works & How It Comes Together
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Perhaps the most secretly annoying thing in any industry is not
having a squad to call on in bad times & one to exploit the gold rush
during the good times. 

You were sure to be invited to every party by someone. And if anyone
attacked you? You could call on someone.

Normal kids would scoff like they do not care, but in their hearts they
knew the sting. They understood that if they had a squad. Life would
be easier. Richer. And the ironic thing about this is? 

It just goes from one & transforms into another. This is because we
will always be social creatures that are always in perpetual
competition. For clout. For money. For respect. And social creatures
in competition? Are always stronger together.

In the Crypto world what’s the issue that holds most people back?
They get stuck in dusty telegram groups - unable to get inside of
secret places where they may (once or twice) on social media see an
‘alpha screenshot’ link of x amount made by x people.

The project I am building aims to educate the wandering & give the
wealthy a place to connect. Providing them an important resource
they can add to their collection, whilst leveraging the power of a
network, to solve problems, find new opportunities & most get
through any door they desire. 

In school, we called this being popular. 

Life never stops being a school. 

The Crypto world is included in this idea.

If your IQ deserves a place to be respected & harnessed? Welcome.
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One that you don’t continually pay for and that rewards you for staying inside.

For the majority of investors & traders is a dream come true. 

And this is exactly what I’m building.

In the last six years - I have done very well, but if I had a place like this where my
time, money and effort would be leveraged? I would literally be at 50x the
networth I am today.

It’s not debatable. Steel sharpens steel. Efficiency triumphs hard work. Others
that understood this have outperformed us all.
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Imagine you swipe open your phone and are able to access a network
full of investors & traders, all trained to a competent standard.

The network effect of a 1000 clones:

Let’s now look at how the network is brought together.

Hunting for huge undiscovered opportunities1
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Receiving world class training

Sharing investment access & connections

Respected as thought leaders under one name

Training together to extract $ from the market

Boosting each-other in public social media spheres

Forging unique & meaningful connections

Being challenged regularly on high conviction ideas

And matching your high IQ with others of high IQ

Leveraging the community name to open doors

Tier 7 Network



The first step in this process is to develop a core network that will be the base of
everything that is to come.

The art was made to be a status symbol.
The price puts off weird NFT speculative investors.
And the risk mechanism rewards all early adopters for their loyalty.

Developing a whitelist
that invites high iq
individuals

Partnering directly
with other networks &
individuals for mutual
power

Bringing through close
to 100 ogs that have
pre-existed in the Tier 7
network for 4 years

Bringing people in by
being clear about our
value proposition
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Step One
Secure The Network: “Operation Giga Brain”

In order to achieve this we have used five lanes:

The NFT are used in a very clever fashion - to make sure we could
secure such a network. 

This is the first step is completed & will evolve as time goes on - read on ✔ 

Tier 7 Network
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In the Tier 7 server, members will be guided to interact with each-other,
incentivized to contribute, educated & represented by us (under the name of the
Tier 7 network)

The top ideas found by the 1000 man squad will be filtered, re-composed and featured as
official posts. A hunting criteria will be given straight from the Tier 7 process to every
member.

..

..

..

..

..

We will use the name of the network to get through investment doors, since the
combined force of the network will have a very large amount of combined capital &
knowledge. Which will benefit other companies.

The combined force of our network partners & having a 1000 man squad will mean
people in the social spheres will eventually be forced to pay attention to what we think. 

The Tier 7 team will prepare a consistent hunting ground for all - members where new
narratives / opportunities are brought to them & explored 

This could be anything from better profit kick back rates with hedge funds, discount to
services, better exchange fee’s - etc
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Step Two
How The Network Will Be Leveraged

Network Leverage Comes In Five Simple Forms:

Information Reach:

Opportunity Leverage:

Clout & Attention:

Hosting regular spaces led by the Tier 7 team: 

Tier 7 will strike deals on behalf of the network with other companies

From here, let’s look at how the network is organised ✔ 

Tier 7 Network
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All the above speaks for itself. However let us quickly talk about making sure the
content is organised. In our servers, there will be two main contribution
categories. The network will be a filtration process with the best ideas from one
category ending up in the top ideas category. The Tier 7 team post their own
content here but also filter the top opportunities found by others and represent
them there.

  Ideas found directly by the team and its networks will be posted here 
  Ideas from category 2 will be repackaged by the team and posted here
  Ideas from category 2 that have over 100 reacts will be auto posted here

1.
2.
3.

  White-list members that come with experience will have posting rights here
  Anyone that is highly competent will also be able to post
  Or anyone that has received a rank from in network recognition

1.
2.
3.

  A guide on spotting the most asymmetric opportunities will be provided
  All opportunities will be higher time-frame opportunities
  Material will be investments, spot opportunities, key observations

1.
2.
3.

This is where all the best ideas in the server end and float to the top

This is where all the ranked members will post their contributions
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Step Three

How Members Will Post & How Content Will Work

Category One: Opportunities

Category Two: Ranked Submissions

Other
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First, there is no forceful obligation for a member to contribute.

That is not our approach. The network is a resource. We will have enough
material to support the network. Instead we have faith that we will deliver so
much value - members will feel inspired of their own accord. 

They do so because it’s enjoyable to do so. Think simply and you will know that
people spend years communicating in telegram groups simply because it’s their
home. It’s their community. This will be their new one. A better one. 

That said - we do have specific rewards to incentivise people in the network

Leaving the network may get you back a $1000+ fee. But you lose your NFT, your
status symbol & the opportunity cost of doing so is infinite. 

And the most important thing?

The most prestigious members are awarded ranks in our network

They will be featured socially (we will make sure profiles will be boosted internally &
externally by the ENTIRE network, so that they are recognized on social media)

They will get a slightly higher allocation in investments we find

They will gain access to a special lounge in order to be more efficient

The best contributors will get free 2nd gen passes

The best contributors will get free MM airdrops
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How Will Users Be Incentivized To Take Part?

Furthermore the real question is: Why does anyone work as a team?

Tier 7 Network
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First, there is no forceful obligation for a member to contribute.

That is not our approach. The network is a resource. We will have enough
material to support the network. Instead we have faith that we will deliver so
much value - members will feel inspired of their own accord. 
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This one is simple.

Tier 7 Network

They bring us cream-of-the-crop
opportunities. 
We bring them cream-of-the-crop
opportunities.

The opportunities we talk about
are NOT day trades
We are talking about high
liquidity, simplistic opportunities

This could be a huge early
investment
This could be a life changing spot
opportunity in a bull market

They boost our network
We boost their network

They work as an extension of our
eyes and ears
We work as an extension of their
eyes and ears

This acts in the inverse way
And applies in the inverse way
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For the few average holders among our ranks. All get access to world class
training, to make sure they are trained to a standard. 

As you should then already know by now is that holding your #MM NFT will serve
as a pass into this network. 

It is an obvious value proposition because if you want to leave, you can sell your
NFT to someone else to transfer your membership - rendering much of your
access cost free, cheap or even profitable.

The access of what the NFT grants is already far beyond the mint price - both for
those who need a boost and those that are already wealthy. The course it will
give you access to will be listed on the free market for 2.5K a piece the moment
the NFT collection is available for trading.

Alongside this? The art is premium.
Alongside this? The network is already successful
Alongside this? The network connections are priceless.

We have developed a bullet proof value proposition on purpose

This training is free to all holders,
but is sold for 2.5K on the market

And bring EVERYONE in the
server to a minimum standard

It’s function is to offer world
class training 
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The Final Piece: The Minimum Standard & Value

Value NFT

Tier 7 Network
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